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1 Let G be a semisimple algebraicgroup Nag Egl
be the nilpotent cone In Lecture11 we haveconstructed
a family of filtered Poisson deformations of GCN
parameterized by points of 9 116 5MW Moreprecisely

loft is the Poisson center of flat For le 9114 let
Mac fley't be its maximal ideal Then we can formthe

filtered Poisson deformationStf Lot agony of GEN
Recall that the center Z of Utoy is alsoidentifiedw Elbow the Harish Chandra isomorphism So

to leftW we can assign thealgebra Ux Vlog Ulolmy
It inherits the filtration from the PBW filtration of

ploy
we have degliJs o deg t bracket ongray



Theorem U is a filteredquantization of ELN w

grading inducedfrom the usualgrading on Stoy

Proof

Step1 Here we aregoing to establish agradedPoisson algebra
epimerphism QIN grUy Recall freehomogeneousgenerators
for f Cr ricg of flop'sEllyWe can view them as elements
of Z in this case we write f fr So U takestheform
4 Ulog fi a is for a ed Underthe isomorphismgrille
Slg the class fi ait Ulol 2 di degfi is fi So
frfr c

gr fi a is gradedalgebraepimorphism

SV Clot frfr graig gullfi a gray
It's Poisson we have a commutativediagram

aloft I gr Ulol

eco gli
where arrows are Poisson details are exercise

Step2 It remains to show that GCN gray is iso



Note that the elements fi fipairwise commute So our
claim is a consequence of the following

Claim Let A be a ThgradedNoetherian Poisson A algebra w

degli s d e Let be its filteredquantization Let fiefsdi
fi fiStageAdi i f r dieTh Suppose that

a fo f eA form a regularsequence

11 11,11 E It w

steffenteyegreeThengraffiti Alf fr

Proofof Claim Assumethe contrary I e e a bitStse d w

bi bitAsedi leAeai thetopdegree nonzero term inElif
is not in Alfa fr Assume e is minimalsothat this happens
The deg e term in EGif is Eybit it mustbe l Eybifi is
in Aftpfr if it'snontere it is thetopdegnonzero termofEffi
Using a Fact in Sec2.1 ofLee te we see I bijeA

s t Gijs bji k b
sEybijfj We can assume that bijeAedi di

Lift them to bijeAsedi d w bij Oji Then
bi ti Ebite Hae g We have



If bit E bitit II bijtf bij 6 E bit

E Gj It
11613 IfIggjjitti

This contradicts theminimality of e ffinishesthepreet a

Rem BothfilteredPoisson deformations Sec 2 ofLeete
filteredquantizations of ELN we have constructedare

specializationsof the same algebra the QGlW th algebra
Ry U for Poissondeformations we look at specializations at

h o and for quantizations at ht

2 Main classification result
Let X be a conicalsymplectic singularity Thefollowing

theorem is themain result of the 1st largerpart ofthe
course

Theorem There is a finite dimensional Namikawa Cartanspace

gand
a finite reflectiongroup Wxc6115,1 NamiKawaWeylgroup



St Bally an affinespace is in naturalbijections w

filteredPoisson deformations ofGlx iso Nra N263

filteredquantizations of e x iso LD

Example Let X N Then 5 5 15 the canonical identin
iswith5 WEW In fact theabove constructionyields
the classification

Remark As in the case of X N thefiltered Poisson deter
mations filteredquantizations are specializations latte
at 4 0 of a universaldeformation agradedAlblwich

algebrafree ever flywith and specializing to Efx at leele
blWxQ

3 NamiKawa Cartan spaceand construction ofquantizations
We will start our long discussion of TheoremfromSec2

by explaining thegeometric meaning of5 partof a reason
5 4btw are isomorphic affinespaces

I



3 1 The case when X has asymplectic resolution

Suppose it Y X is a symplectic resolution

Fact to beelaborated later in the course 5 41114,0

Example ASV Thenfor Y we take T IB GxBh Then

we have H T GIB E I H GIBE The latter is identified

with5 Forexample GIBhas a stratificationbyaffinespaces
the Schubert stratification It follows that H GIB I es

while theB I is a freeabeliangroup whose basis is labelled
bythe codim i strata For it the cedim2 strata are labelled

by the simple reflections the corresponding basis element in

H GIBE corresponds to the simple reef inB

Let'sexplain what role a symplectic resolutionplays Recall

that Xhasrational singularities Sec1.3 ofLec9 So we
have RistOy o for iso andsilly toy Theusefulnessof

this is 2 feld well elaborate onthis later inthecourse

q
One can talk aboutquantizations ofOy these are certain



sheaves ofalgebras on Y Since Y is smooth symplectic

H Yd o is1,2 bleRistOy o aX isaffine one can show

that the quantizations ofO'y are classifiedby H YE
For leg H lyE let Dxdenote the correspondingquantizationofOy Thx to H lyDyke Da is e quantizationof
Y DEX This turns out to exhaust all quantizations

of Glx and TIDa IT Dy asquantizations e T eWA

3 2 General case

In general a conicalsymplectic singularity X doesn'tadmit

a symplectic resolution Ourfirstattempt couldbe to take

some resolution N Y X andtry to argue as in theprevious
section This doesn't work to talk about quantizations of Y
Y needs to be Poisson and ingeneral its net
Onthe otherhandwe can talk aboutpartial Poisson

resolutions

Definition Let Ybe a normal Poisson variety Amorphism

qt
Y X is called a partial Poisson resolution if



it'sproper birational note that wedo not require Y
to be smooth so it is only apartialresolution

it's Poisson meaning that for openaffines X'cX YCY w
I Y I C X the homomorphism st X Q Y is Poisson

Here's an important property of Y
Preposition Y is singular symplectic

Proof We need to showthat yrs is symplectic the
symplecticform extends to a resolution of Y

Let Py P denote thePoissonbivecters of X's y
Let Y'cyresbe open s t It Y X is an openembedding

So it Pal ye Pyly 6k It is Poisson

Ontheotherhand we can find a resolution p E Y

that is iso over Y Since X is singularsymplecticfor
the symplectic form Wies on X'swe know that p Wxreg

extends to Z Hence wrist extends to a regular

2 form on yes

a
Note that wit k Palyreg are inverse to eachother Being



inverse is a polynomial condition So the extensions Pylyreg

of Pyly and Pest Wxreglyregof wksloyal are inverse

to each other

Hence Y issymplectic let witdenotethesymplecticform
Note that p wry p'twi coincide on p til So the 2
form on Z extending theformeralso extends the latter 5

Exercise It is an isomorphism over X

The variety Y is still singular so one cannotclassify its

quantizations directly However it turns out thatone can
cheese Y to bemaximal meaning that there are no nontrivial

partial Poisson resolutions to Y This is a nontrivialresult
Moreover for such Y wehave cedimyYves7,8 fromwhich one
can deduce that Cyres fly e x HigyresOy
so for it 2 Then one can applytheclassification ofquantizations to y insteadof Y they areparameterizedby thy e
And so we set by H lyres e

A



Weill elaborate on thealgebraicgeometry of Y inthe

next lecture on classification of deformations later


